
                              INAUGURAL CEREMONY OF PURC 
 
      Brahmapur, P.U.R.C–the Prabhu Uphar Retreat Centre, Ramchandrapur Bam-10 has 
been inaugurated by the Bro. Rajyogi Brijimohan Add.Sect.Geneal of BrahmaKumaris & 
Rajyogini BK. Asha Director of ORC Gorgaon on 21-12-2016 .In addition to this Gyan 
Nidhi Bhawan for Bk Sister Residence, Gyan Smurti Bhawan New Retreat Participation 
,Gyan Sudha Bhawan for Dinning Hall & Gyan Sidhu Bhawan which includes Meditation 
Hall Art Gallery Dormitory, Seminar Hall .Besides Prabhu Uphar Auditorium have been a 
capacity of 1500 persons having  Light Sound  arrangement with the facilitate of 
Translation 5 different language  . 
    In  this occasion a conference on God’s  Wisdom for World Transformation in which 
as a chief Guest Bro.Pradeep Ku.Panigrahi, Minister of Higher education & science 
&Technology ,Odisha.Honorable Guest Bro.Dr.Rajendra Pasad Dash Vice 
Chancellor,Berhampur university. Chief Guest said that in this Kaliyog world the great 
turmoil ,depression ,mental conflict,& evil sanskara has been increased to its 
maximum capacities. only the power of the knowledge by revealed by Supreme Soul 
Shiva will solve all the  above problems, V.C  said the Education taught in present  
universities   is not enough to control the face the day to day problems. Hence this Bk 
Unversities can help in creating of better world through their spiritual teaching.  

   The key note speaker Rajyogi Bk Briji Moham Bhaiji has told  the truth of who Am I& 
where I have come form and the difference between I & mine. Rajyogini Bk Ashaji 
blessed the audience and told  to  take the benefit of Spiritual teachings  taught by this 
Reterat Cenetre from time by time. 

   In this occasion   followed by Samparn samahora 25  Bk Sisters & they have taken 
oath Before God Shiva in presence  of audience to enhance the service world 
transformation . 

  For this purpose the Grand Cultural was arranged . In this function eminent VIPs & In 
charge  BK Sisters & Brothers  Participated from all over the country & 5000 BK 
students of Berhampur Sub-zone has also attend to make it grand success. 


